Image matching is one of the keystones of computer vision. Feature point matching is the most common one among all kinds of image matching. Its matching result is affected greatly by many factors, such as object occlusions, lighting conditions and noises. In this paper, it uses a combined corner detection algorithm to detect corners, and equably selects parts of feature point in the first image to implement pre-matching, and based on the matching result to find the correspondences points of the other detected points. Experiments show that the results of the algorithm in the paper had high right matching rate and it has less computation demand.
Introduction
Finding correspondences between feature points is one of the keystones of computer vision, with application to a variety of problems. For this reason it has been tackled since the old days of computer vision research. Automatic feature matching is often an initialization procedure for more complex task, such as matrix estimation, object or scene recognition, stereo correspondence, motion tracking and threedimensional point clouds registration [1] . At present, feature point matching algorithms are classified three types as follows: (1) area based method (ABM), it is traditional image correspondence method, and is to take a small region of pixels (referred to as a correlation window) from around the detected corner and compare this with a similar region from around each of the candidate corners in the other image and this is the foundation of the most feature point matching methods; (2) feature based method (FBM), it extracts image feature firstly, and secondly uses the feature to matching. The characteristic of this method is having fast rapid, but the matching result depends on the method extracting the image feature. After Lowe proposed SIFT (scale-invariant feature) [2] , many FBM methods using SIFT as image feature; (3) structure based method (SBM), it finds structure description of the two image firstly and secondly uses the structure description to match. The disadvantage of the method is difficulty to find the image structure [3] .
Among the three types of the methods, ABM method is simplest, but the computation demand is large. Zhou ji proposed an improved algorithm based area [4] , it extends the standard assignment algorithm to solve extended assignment problem, employs the condition that the depth of the scene is local continuous as extra constraint, and uses the method for extended assignment problem to do global optimization. This algorithm only needs to carry out optimization twice and can be implemented almost completely with matrix computation, so its efficiency is higher than most of other existing ABM algorithms. However, it uses Harris corner detector to detect feature points which is not suit for real-time applicants. In this paper, it adopts an improved rapid corner detection algorithm, and equably selects parts of detected points to implement pre-matching, and bases on the matching result to find the correspondences points of the other detected points. Experiments show that the results of the algorithm in the paper has high right matching rate and it has less computation demand.
Extracting feature points
In this paper, it used a new method which combined the Harris's corner detection algorithm [5] and Trajkovic's corner detection algorithm [6] . 
Feature points matching

Measure of similarity
Matches are found by evaluating the similarity between image regions and selecting as a match that pair of regions with the closest similarity. Most of algorithms using local area correlation coefficient (LACC) as the foundation if two feature points matching. LACC is defined as: Because of only using LACC to matching will lead to some mistake matches, some additional matching restriction.
Matching constriction
The most common restriction is parallax constriction. As displacement and rotation degree are relative small, if the feature point C2 in the second image is matching the feature point C1, C2 must locate near of the C2, So it can set a radius, if the Euclidean distance of the two feature point is larger than the radius, so the LACC is set to zero.
Only using parallax constriction is not enough, when the density of the feature points is high, zhou ji employed the condition that the depth of the scene is local continuous as an extra construction, and introduced 
New Feature matching algorithm in the paper
Feature matching is divided three steps: calculating the correlation coefficient, calculating the matching intensity and using assignment algorithm to matching. In which, the time taken to implement assignment algorithm is far larger than the time taken to do the former two steps. So, in the paper, it uses parts of feature points that select equably from the whole feature point of the first image. Then it uses the result matching as datum mark, using distance constraint to get the other matching.
Firstly, using pre-matching feature points to help to decision if the other feature points matching which is more stability than using the candidate feature points to do it. Secondly, although the paper should use the assignment algorithm two times, but the total time taken to implement the function is less than the time consuming to implement the old algorithm.
In the paper, it uses ( also corresponding points, it should satisfy the followed formula, i.e.
So set the distance intensity ij ds as: 
Set c ij =0
Use extended assignment algorithm to get the maximum of ms kl Get newms mn , in which m presents the mth feature points of the remainder feature points in the first image and n presents the non-matching feature points in the second image
Use extended assignment algorithm to get the maximum of newms mn end no yes Figure 2 . the flowchart of the algorithm of the paper.
It can be cleaned seen that if the pre-matching point is near the feature points i and j, it would influence the matching result bigger than the pre-matching point that far away the feature point i and j, which conforming with the location correlativity in the image. For avoiding one feature point is matching more than one feature points, using extended assignment algorithm to get the optimal matching. Fig2 shows the flowchart of the algorithm of the paper: In can be seen the result conform to epipolar geometry constrain.
The result and performance analysis
Time consuming
Combined corner detection algorithm is about faster five times than the Harris corner detection algorithm. And at the stage of feature point matching, the time taken to implement assignment algorithm is far larger than the time to implement others. Suppose k1 and k2 represent the total number of the detected feature point in the two image respectively, then the assignment algorithm can stop less than k1*k2 steps. In the new algorithm, if firstly find k3 feature points in the first image, then assignment algorithm need approximately k3*k2+(k1-k3)*(k2-k3) steps, which are less than k1*k2 steps. Furthermore the ij newms has smaller computation demand than that of ij ms , it needs less time to implement the new algorithm.
Right matching rate
Combined corner detection algorithm can reduce the number of textural corner effectively which is benefited the feature point matching. The new algorithm uses pre-matching corresponding points as the bases of the other candidate points, which is excelled than all the candidate feature points. The test results of a great variety of images show that the right matching rate of the new algorithm is approximately up to 85% when the camera displacement and rotation degree are relative small.
Conclusions
In this paper, it adopts combined corner detector to detect the corners in the image, pre-matches the feature points and uses the pre-matching result as the bases to matching the other feature point. Experiments show that the algorithm has good performance when the camera displacement and rotation degree are relative small. Future research will be attention to optimize the algorithm to decrease the computation demand and improve its applicability when the camera displacement and rotation degree become larger.
